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Address Eckelt Glas GmbH 
Resthofstraße 18 
4400 Steyr 
PoBox 10

Country Austria

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
FINS + BEAMS ® Glass support systems
ECLOON ® Luminescent glass
Smoothlite Pro ® Projection glazing
SGG Antelio® Solar control glass
SGG Bioclean® Self-cleaning glass
SGG Clarit® Massive glass interior doors
SGG Climaplus® Enhanced thermally insulating double-glazed units
SGG Climaplus-Acoustic® Acoustic insulating double-glazed units
SGG Climaplus-Safe® Safety double-glazed units
SGG Climaplus-Protect® Security double-glazed units
SGG Climaplus-Silence® Enhanced acoustic insulating double-glazed units
SGG Climatop® Thermally insulating triple-glazed units
SGG Cool-Lite® Advanced solar control glass
SGG Decorglass® Clear or body-tinted patterned glass
SGG Masterglass® Contemporary geometric textured glass
SGG Point®, SGG Litewall® External ventilated cladding system
SGG Securit® Toughened safety glass
SGG Securit Alarm® Toughened safety glass with alarm-strip
SGG Securit-Portal® Door and partition-wall systems
SGG Stadip® Laminated safety glass
SGG Stadip-Protect® Laminated security glass
SGG Tristar® Multi-functional thermally insulating units with enhanced acoustic insulation and safety features
SGG Litepoint®, SGG Vario® External ventilated cladding system
SGG Rooflite Exterior glass canopies
SGG DLS Ecklite®, SGG DLS Coolshade Daylight-control systems
SGG Litefloor® Glass floor panels
Eckelt Interior Fitting systems for glass in interior design
SGG Stadip Arte®, SGG Emalit®, SGG Seralit®, SGG Stadip Color® Design glass 
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